Are you looking for some super manly books to read, but aren't sure where to turn? Never fear! The following authors just might have something you want.

Larry Bond  
FIC Bon  
[warm, intelligence officers, terrorism]  

Dale Brown  
FIC Bro  
[modern military adventures, techno-thrillers]  

Tom Clancy  
FIC Cla  
[spy stories, adventure, technothrillers]  

Stephen Coonts  
FIC Coo  
[espionage, adventure, war]  

Clive Cussler  
FIC Cus  
[adventure, conspiracy, thriller]  

Michael DiMercurio  
FIC DiMer  
[sea adventure, warfare]  

Donald Goines  
FIC Goi  
[street life, addiction, drug use]  

W.E.B. Griffin  
FIC Gri  
[U.S. wars, espionage]  

Steve Hamilton  
MFIC Ham  
[private investigators, Michigan]  

John Katzenbach  
MFIC Kat  
[thrillers, mystery, war, courtroom]  

Jim Lehrer  
FIC Leh  
[politics, history, military]  

Richard Marcinko  
FIC Mar  
[terrorism, Navy SEALs, adventure]  

Patrick O'Brian  
FIC O'Bri  
[historical adventure, seamanship]  

Richard North Patterson  
FIC Pat  
[legal thrillers, political intrigue]